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CLEMSON MAY GET NEEDED BUILDINGS
'35R0TC Camp To Be Held At McClellan June 7 To July 18

Junior Camp
Announced
By Officials
Colonel Magruder, PMS&T of
N. C. State, to be Commander
195 CADETS TO ATTEND

Alumni Meeting To
Be Held In Chester
Mr. W. B. Wilkinson of York,.
South Carolina, Director of District No. 3, composed of the
counties of York, Lancaster,
Chester, Kershaw, Chesterfield,
and Union, has called a meeting
in Chester, South Carolina on.
the evening of Wednesday, Feb.
ruary 27, of all Clemson men
living in this territory. All are
urged to notify Mr. Wilkinson
at York, South Carolina of their
intention of .' attending
this
meeting.
Dr- Sikes, president of the
college, Head Coach Jess Neely,
of the athletic department, and
J. H. Woodward, will be present.

Bengal Quint
Stages Hard
Fight To Win
Clemsonites too Powerful for
Methodist Five

35

The Clemson Tigers went
on
the warpath in the second half of
Tuesday night's game and defeated a fighting Wofford basketball
team 32 to 18.
A fairly large
mid-week crowd saw the Clemson
quint avenge themselves for the
defeat at the hands of the Georgia Bulldogs last Saturday and
boost their state standing considerably.
FIRST HALF CLOSES
During the first period of the
score was might;*' « lose and both
New teams frequently held one or two
(Continued on page two)

The office of the Professor of
Military Science and Tactics has
announced that the summer camp
this year for approximately i»o
advanced R. O. T. C. students at
Clemson will be held at Fort McClellan, Ala., from June 7 to July
18.
5 TO CHESHCAL CAMP
Five students,
to be selected,
will be sent to the Chemical WarElected
and
fare Camp at Edgewood Arsenal, Officers
Members Initiated
Md. This encampment starts June
9 and terminates July 2 0.
Col.
The local Lair of the Iptay OrBruce Magruder, P. M. S. & T.
der held their February meeting
(Continued on page two)
last Monday night with a large attendance that included
members
.from three other Lairs. The tousiness of the evening was devoted
to the initiation of two new members Gocams and the election of
officers for the present year.
ELECT LITTLEJOHN
Congressional Awards to West
J.
C.
Littlejohn was elected to
Point and Annapolis
hold the office of Bengal Tiger,
Are Won
R. M. Jones, Persia Tiger,
and
Several Clemson Cadets
have Gaston Gage, Sumatra Tiger. These
been recently awarded
appoint- officers are gifted with the ability
ments to the United States Mili- of promoting and the local Lair
tary and Naval Academys by vir- should attaif a marked degree of
ture of their having made excel- success under their leadership.
lent grades on competitive proficiMEMBERSHIP DRIVE
ency examinations held by their
A drive for membership will
respective district Congressmen.
begin at once in an attempt to
TAYLOR APPOINTS
record the largest enrollment aCongressman J. C. Taylor of the mong all the Lairs. It is almost
Third South
Carolina
Congres- certain that a record for the numsional District held a competitive ber to be initiated at one time will
examination
recently
to select be established at the March meetprospects
several boys for entrance to Anna- ing judging from the
polis. Cadets R. W. Robinson, E. that were reported.
M. Compton, were awarded principal appointments, while H. W.
Gasque and C. L. Reeves
were
named alternates.
SELECTED BY MCSWAIN
E. L. Dashiell has received an
"I can't learn these dern
appointment from Congressman J.
formulas; my brain is all tired
J. McSwain of the Fourth South
out.
I better rest it, so I'll
Carolina Congressional District as
lissen
to Jan a while and hit
second alternate to the
Naval
the hay."
Academy.
Who hasn't expressed this
PRESIDENT AWARDS
either aloud to his Old Lady
P. R. Arnold, a day cadet from
or persuasively to himself someCalhoun has been given an aptime after ten when the music
pointment to the Military Academy
is sweet and the physics tough
at West Point by the President of
going?
the United States by virtue of the
SPOOFING?
fact that he is the son of a rank(Frightfully honest though
ing army officer.
one may have been with both
A group of students stood a
himself and the Old Lady, we
competitive examination in Riggs
are, the learned psychologist
Hall under the supervision of the
informs us, in Ireality, spoofCivil Service Commission for furing.
ther appointments to West Point
and Annapolis.
The "tired brain" so often

Prodigious Passer

THRILLING MATCHES
AT P, G, END IN 4
TIE: GRINER IS STAR
Lofton Also Wins Technical
K. O. Bolick Decisions
Big Henley
COLORFUL

FIGHTS

The Tiger and Blue Stocking
sluggers came out of the tangle
in a 4-4 draw last Saturday night
in Clinton after seven rounds of
fast and furious
entertainment.
The collegiate pugs gave everything they had and the P. C. gym
was packed to the limit.
BOUTS CLOSE
The opening bout between the
two bantamweight opponents, Williams (C) and Seable was a mighty close contest, both boys hitting
(Continued on page ten)

Psychology Says Nix Tc Alibis
But Offers Helpful Suggestions

'

jj

referred to is really the result
of boredlom, actually fatigued
muscles, and the resulting distaste for work.
PHYSICS AN EXCEPTION
Studying involves not only
the use of the brain, as is the
common conception, but in the
case of physics for instance,
the eye muscles, the hands, if
writing, and certain of the muscles in the throat.
TIRES BRAIN
Actual muscular fatigue, along with unpleasant feelings
resulting from a long continued sitting position, the loss of
interest, and the boredom, ap(Continued on page two)

Administrators in> Columbia;
Petition Legislature to
Pass Enabling Act
PROSPECTS

GOOD

Clemson authorities are petition- •
ing the State Legislature to pass an
enabling act that will permit the
college to borrow $275,000 from the
Public Works Administration for the
purpose of supplying the long felt
need of an agricultural building. It
being generally recognized by those
who know conditions that Clemson
has such a great need for an Ag
building, there have been on editorr
ial pages of the leading.newspapers
through the state many enthusiastic
comments supporting the present efforts of the college administrators.,
(Continued on page five)

Iptay Order Holds
February Meeting

APPOINTMENTS ARE
GIVEN TO 6 CADETS

Authorities
Want Loan
From PWA

T. I. Brown, 210 pounds of
brawn, has established a new
court record this season with
his bullet-like passes whicli
have bowled over some of the
best referees
in the Soutn.
His fast and accurate passing
attack has done much to place
Clemson high in the ranks of
Southern Conference gasketball title contenders.

Episcopal Pastor
To Leave Campus
Prominent Church Leader Accepts Position in Birmingham, Alabama
, Rev. Charles Capers
Satterlee,
pastor of the Episcopal Church and
professor of religion
at Clemson
College announced Sunday that he
has accepted a position at the St.
Andrew's. Church in Birmingham,
'Ala.
His resignation here is. to
take effect on March 10.
Rev. Satterlee has been the minister of the Episcopal Church for
almost nine years and has been
prominemt on the campus.
Following a meeting of the vestry with . Bishop Finlay, Bishop of
the Diocese of Upper South Carolina, it was found that no plans
have been made regarding filling
the vacancy to be made by Rev.
Satterlee's leaving.
Members of the Episcopal Club
will take charge of the services
after March 10 and will continue
until such time as a new minister
is sent to fill the vacancy.
LEAVE MARCH 12
Rev. and Mrs. Satterlee
and
their daughter, Frances, will leave
for Birmingham
on or
around
March 12.

AIR SCHOOL DELEGATE
SPEAKS TBJNGINEERS
Aeronautical Program Presented to Interested Group
In Riggs Hall
Mr. W. van Haitsma, Director .
of
Placement
at, Boeing
Air.
School, Oakland, Cal., presented an
aeronautical program to an interested group of engineers in Riggs
Hall Tuesday afternoon.
VARIED PROGRAM
The varied program consisted of
a talk by Mr. van Haitsma on recent developments in aviation and
the vocational aspects of the industry and included several films.
The first film showed the devel(Continued on page two)

By Their Words
I like to use big words and quotations-^-it makes me sound real
learned.
Ramsey
The boys sometimes
tafce me
wrong when I say that electrons
are "held bound."
—Hendricks
I don't care if you can't see
Bladensburg—it's on the map.
—Moorman
You're such a big liar you have
to hire somebody to caJl your hogs.
/
—Ware
The skunk has yd good healthy
animal odor.
/
—Lippincott.
If Edison lias been an Indian
he'd most likely have invented a
better bow-on-arrow.
As it was
he Invented the phonograph.
—Brearley.
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PSYCHOLOGY USUALLY SPOILS THE CADET'S
PET THEORIES; MAY OFFER HELPFUL HINTS
Weaknesses of Students
Study Line Exposed

in show.

(Continued from page 1)
peals to our senses and demands that we stop work, and
to explain our lack of industry
we offer the alibi of the tired
brain, and use the dance orehestra to revive it.
CONTINUOUS WORK
Although the neurones of
which the brain is made would
require continuous work for
nine hours to make them really
tired, the other factors which
result in the so called tired
brain that it is better to divide
study periods into about thirty
minute lengths to keep boredom and muscular fatigue at
a minimum.
The enterprising lad who schedules all of his classes in the morning so that he may learn while his
'brain is fresh is likewise laboring
tinder a false philosophy ,or he may
want to sleep or see the afternoon

AFTERNOON PERIODS
The period of greatest efficiency
does not come in the morning, at
eleven (physical chemistry, strength
of materials, might well be given
at the 11-12 hour), but the average
afternoon periods, except the one
immediately following lunch, are
of higher efficiency than the morning periods.
QUESTIONABLE
This might be disputed on the
grounds that the student feels peppier in the morning than in the afternoon, but the peppy feeling is
a muscular condition, not a mental
one.
THESE ALIBIS
The psychologist who is constantly disrupting our pet theories, spoiling our alibis, and bringing to light
the falsity of our excuses, may also
be of benefit if his advice of when,
how, and how long to study art)
followed.
One question iplease, professor:
Is it a crime to murder a feature
writer?

FORT McCLELLAN IS
STRONG RENGAL QUINT
JUNIOR CAMP AGAIN REATS WOFFORD FIVE
(Continued from page onej
(Continued from page one)
at N. C. State will be the camp
commander.
Captains
Gammon,
Hinwood, and Dumas of the regular army commissioned personnel
on duty here will be detailed to
McCellan.
26 regular army officers and 15
non-commissioned
officers on R. O. T. C. duty will aid
in the training program.
Three
men from the present senior class
who will be commissioned in June,
see service as second lieutenants.
f
REPORT JUNE 6
' Distractions from the corps area
commander call for students to report to camp by 10 A. M. on June
6'. Travel mileage will be paid at
'She rate of five cents per mile.
This compensation will be paid immediately upon arrival at camp;
and on the last day of camp for
the return trip.
When traveling
on mileage cadets may travel by
any method they choose.
While
at camp trainees will be paid at
the rate of seventy cents per day.

point leads. Wofford missed only
a comparatively small number of
free shots, but did not get many
chances at the basket from tne
court, while the cadets' wildness,
combined with hard luck, accounted for the low score at the half of
11 to 10 in favor of Clemson.
The Davismen opened the second half with a fast display of
floor work and passing.
Dobson
being the main cog in the attack
with Swails backing him up. Shuler and Bru Anderson played sterling ball for the visitors and tried
hard to run up the Wofford score;
and center Hendley showed
up
especially well until he was put
out for fouls.
MANY FOULS
Fouls were numerous, especially
among the Clemsonites, and Pet»
Spearman was sent from the fray
with four chalked up against him.
Swails, the lanky Clemson pivot,
had ten points to his credit for
high score with Bill Dohson running a close second with nine.
TIGERS JUBILANT
This victory did much to' lift
the spirits in the Tiger camp and
only one loss in the state does
not look so very bad. Since the
*r
(.Continued from page one)
last meeting of the
Gamecocks;
and Tigers,
Clemson has
been
opment of airplanes from Wrignt looking forward to tonight's enBrothers to the new Boeing Model gagement with the Columbia team
2.47 Transport plane. A combinea which will probably be the dePratt and Whitney Engine
and ciding match for the state honors.
Boering Airplane film showing tne
manufacturing processes involved
TESTS REVEAL CO-EDS
in the building of Pratt and WhitLEAD REVUE FEMMES
ney airplane engines and Boeing
Uodel 247 transport planes was
Are co-eds brighter than chorus
nest run.
A Boeing School first
girls?
showing light and ground training
A positive answer to this quesmethods and the equipment and
facilities offered for the training tion had to be taken for granted
«f United Air Lines Personnel fol- until recently when it was proved
lowed. The next film of the series at Boston University.
Six show girls from a vaude«f interesting and educational films
was entitled "Across the continent ville revue took an intelligence
iih 20 hours" and showed United test with five Boston University
Air Lines operations and coast-to- co-eds.
It was found that the average
coast flight.
intelligence
quotient of the chorus
SPEAKS OFTEN
BuTing the past year the speak- girls was 108 and the Boston Unier has presented these programs versity girls averaged 117.

r

VANHARTSMA SPEAKS
, TO LOCAL ENGINEERS

to, Student Branches of A. S. M.
ARE WE JADED
B. and other interested groups In
A generation of "jaded old youngscores of colleges and universities
fit the northern, central and east- sters", devoid of a sense of values, is
the harvest America may expect to reap
ern parts of the country.
from her public schools unless the philIt is always' right that a man osophy of education now governing
should be able' to Tender a reason them is quickly and radically altered,
for. the faith that is within him.— according to Dr. William Ernest Hocking of Harvard University.
Sydney Smith.

CUT DOWN LATIN
Three prominent women's colleges—
Mount Hblyoke, Smith and Wellesley
—have decided to require less Latin as
entrance requirements beginning next
year.

THURSDAY,
The Princeton University library
has been given a portion of the
library of Napoleon Boneparte by
Andre de Coppet, New York banker
and Princeton graduate in the
Class of 1915.
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Did you know that there aretwenty nine Greek letter societies
on Winthrop
campus.
Admittea
or proudly
exclaimed
by THiu
JOHNSONIAN, all depending
on
your point of view.

G-E Campus News
FLEA-POWER MOTOR
New photoelectric cells, recently developed in
the General Electric Research Laboratory,
furnish enough energy to operate a tiny electric motor rated at four ten-millionths of a
horsepower.
These "cells" differ from photoelectric "tubes"
in that the cells convert light energy into
electric energy, whereas phototubes do not
themselves generate electricity but instead
control the amount of current permitted to
flow through them according to the amount
of light they receive. The cells are of the
selenium type.
Four of the cells are used to operate the motor,
which in direct sunlight turns at about 400
rpm. But enough light energy is converted
into electricity, when a 75-watt incandescent
lamp is lighted eight inches away from the
cells, to turn the motor at good speed, using
three ten-thousandths of an ampere. One watt
of power can be obtained from about 15 square
feet of cell area in direct sunlight.
Dr. C. W. Hewlett, North Carolina State, '06,
Ph. D., Johns Hopkins, '12, of the Research
Laboratory was in charge of investigations
that led to the development of the cells and
the tiny motor.
HEATING WITH COLD WATER
Reversible air-conditioning equipment, which
may be adapted to either heating or cooling,
depending on the season, is now in operation
in a new building in Salem, N. J.
Reversing the cycle of the ordinary household
refrigerator, the refrigerant absorbs heat from
the water of a well which is at least 52 degrees
even m coldest weather. This heat is added
to that created by the work of the electrically
driven compressors, and the refrigerant at 135
degrees gives up the total heat to the air of

the building. Thus it is possible for an expenditure in electric energy equivalent to 100 heat
units to obtain a total of 300 or 400 units
for heating.
During the summer the process is reversed.
The heat is absorbed from the air of the building. Then this heat, with the heat from the
compressors, is dissipated in the water from
the well, which then can be used for bathing,
or washing dishes.
Besides heating and cooling, the equipment
automatically controls the humidity, and cleans
and circulates the air. The engineering and the
planning for the installation were done by
engineers of the American Gas and Electric
Company and the General Electric Company,
and the equipment was built and installed byGeneral Electric.

GREEN BLUES
When the G-E "House of Magic" was exhibited at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia not long ago, the cathode-ray oscillograph was one of the most popular features.
This device, as you undoubtedly know, shows
the_ wave shape of any sound, music, speech,
or just plain noise—in the form of a moving,
pale greenish-blue line on the end of the tube.
Rubinoff, the well-known radio violinist and
orchestra leader, came down to see how his
violin notes looked in the device. He had only
a few moments in between engagements. But
he became so interested after watching the
gyrations of the dancing green line when he
played "Humoresque" that he stayed for
half an hour. He played on, and found that
his violin produced green notes—even when
he played the blues.
R. H. Mighell, U. of Denver, '29, of the G-E
Research Laboratory, was in charge of the
exhibit.
96-124-FBI

GENERAL « ELECTRIC
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Track Schedule Is Announced As Season Opens
BENGALS DROP THRILLING ENGOUNTER TO
GEORGIA IN FAST EXTRA-PERIOD FRACAS;
DOBSON GETS MOST TALLIES FOR TIGERS
Maze Takes High Scoring Hon- second half and stayed from two
to seven points in the lead until
ors for the Game
the last few minutes of the rray
when the Bulldogs pulled up and
SCORE TIED TWICE
clinched with a 38 to 38 score.
An exciting extra-period contest In a very few seconds the game
ended in the Tigers taking, their ended but only to be renewed after
second defeat of the season 44-43 a brief rest period.
The Tigers again lashed out and
at the hands of a hard-playing Uniwith
some fast floor work and ball
versity of Georgia basketball five,
while the Saturday night crowd handling on the part of Dobson
thrilled at the superb floor show racked up two goals. Swails dropped a free shot through the hoop
staged by both quints.
Both teams got off to a good to bring the Bengals out front
The Clemson scoring
start and kept the score circulat- five points.
ing between them throughout the period ended there, however, and
entire first period it being knotted Georgia took command. Two goals*
at the midway point 18 all. Geor- were quickly made before the Tigia as well as Clemson had a good gers could stop them and with
defense but surpassed the Purple about half a minute before the gun
and Gold warriors on basket ac- Anderson converted two beautiful
charities.
The game ended with
curacy.
Pennington
and Brown endeavorClemson got a fair start on the
Georgia lads at the first of the ing to scratch.

Speaks At Coker

Officials Explain
New Iptay Order
Ask Interested Alumni to Write
to Royal Bengal at
Clemson
MANY LAIRS NOW

Dr. E. W,. Sikes, genial
president of Clemson, who last
Monday, February 11 addressed the student body of Coker
College and who is spending
the remainder of the week in
Columbia aiding in the petitioning of the state general assembly.

ACCEPTED BY
SCIENCE
FAVORED BY
THE NATION
lBumuif,F(iiicUS.nitat:ttnl
- Health. jj

Kellogg's ALL-BRAN is accepted by the American Medical Association Committee
on Foods, and is approved by
Good Housekeeping Institute.
As you know, the seals of
these two distinguished
organizations are granted
only to wholesome products
of the highest merit.
Millions have discovered
that this delicious cereal corrects constipation due to insufficient "bulk" in meals.
Unless checked, this ailment
may cause headaches and loss
of energy. You feel below par
—fail to be at your best in the
classroom and on the campus.

The Telephone wcan take it!

9?

Your telephone must work 24 hours a day. It
must be immune to icy blasts of the frozen north
—dry burning heat of the desert—heavy, humid
atmosphere of swamp lands.
And it is. For Western Electric—manufacturing
unit of the Bell System—sees to it that telephones,
switchboards and cable are prepared for life anywhere. Through long experience and rigorous
testing, telephone engineers have learned how to
make apparatus which is
not adversely affected by
the whims of climate.
Why not telephone
Through pioneering and
home one night each
week? Bargain rates
producing such improved
after 8:30 P. M.— reapparatus, Western Electric
verse the charges if
your folks agree!
contributes to the year
'round reliability of your
Bell Telephone service.

TWO HOME MEETS ARRANGED WITH GA.
AND CAROLINA; REGULAR PRACTICE Will
OFFICIALLY COMMENCE IN THREE WEEKS

Kellogg's ALL-BRAN supplies generous, mild "bulk"
to aid regular habits. Also
vitamin B and iron.
Isn't it pleasanter to enjoy
this food instead of taking
patent medicines? Two tablespoonfuls daily are usually
sufficient. Ask that ALL-BRAN
be served at your fraternity
house or campus restaurant.
The most popular ready-to-eat cereals served in the dining-rooms of
American colleges, eating-clubs and
fraternities are made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek. They include
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, PEP, Rice
Krispies, Wheat Krumbles, and
Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT Biscuit.
Also Kaffee Hag Coffee — real
coffee—97% caffeine free.
KEEP OH THE
SEJN1VY SIDE OF LIFE

The Iptay Order, recently founded by a group of loyal Clemson
men, has every indication of securing the approval of a large following of supporters among
the
Clemson Alumni if reports of increased
membership
in /various
Lairs throughout the state and
other states is a means of judging the success made thus far
SUCCESS BESTS
The continued success
of the
Iptay Order rests solely upon the
shoulders of the present organized
Lairs, in that they must create interest and enthusiasm'
in other
regions and sustain the membership campaign in their own ranKs.
It is your duty not to shirk this
appeal but to boost and encourage
others to aid in the work.
SUPPORT WANTED
All loyal Clemson men are anxious to support and to be informed
of any reputable plan to aid Clemson
in any of her
industries,
therefore, Gocams, make it your
individual business to not
only
raise your standing in the Order
but to contact
Clemson Alumn]
and explain the merits of the new
organization and help
perpetuate
the long lost cause that • is so susceptile among some Clemson men
—a spirit of knowing and lasting
understanding and cooperation.
INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Remember you can secure all
information
concerning " the requisite of organization by writing
the Royal Bengal, Box B, Clemson
College, S. C. It is your duty to
inquire about the possibilities of
the Iptay order, so make an Immediate inquiry and help make it
become the greatest support
to
Clemson and her sons.
BLOW FATAL TO GIRL
Elizabeth Bryant Bigelow,
2 4,
daughter of Dr. Henry B. Bigelow,
Harvard professor, died recently
from the effects of having been
struck in the face by the head of
a coit which
swung
its
head
around as the young woman was
examining it.

Rlackwell, Team Captain, Ha*
Reported for Training

FIRST MEET SOON
TRACK SCHEDULE
March 30—Ga. at Clemson
April 13—P. O. at Clinton,
April 20—Carolina at Clemson
April 27, Fin-man at Greenville
May 3, 4,—State meet at Clinton
May 17, 18—Southern conference at Durham
Early this week Coach FranK
Howard announced the track schedule which will consist of
two
home meets, three engagements on
the road, and the usual state and
conference meets at Clinton and
Durham respectively.
PRACTICE STARTS SOON
Although the practice . has not
officially gotten under way, many
of the squad members are taking
light workouts every afternoon In
order to be in good condition by
the time spring football practice !►
over. At present Coach Howard i*
assisting on the gridiron and it
will be about three or four weeks
until he will be able to get Capt
"Bubber" Blackwell and his men
really working hard.
EVENTS ENTRIES
The following will probably see
service in the events listed: 100220-Ford, Berry, "., and Herlong;
440-Robinson, Winn, Hinson, Trib-,,
ble, Wall, and Blackwell; 880Cobb, Taylor, Means; mile-Greene,
Cochran, White, and Williams; 2
mile-Altman, Sims, Cousar,
and
Wloodside; low hurdles
Folger,
Greene, Carter; high hurdles, Ackis, Rawls, Carter; pole vault, Lipscomb, Bacot, Snyder, and Greene;
high jump, Lipscomb, Bryce, Carter, and McMahan; discus, McConnell, Bryant, and T. S. McConnell;
shot, Dillard, Bryant, McConnell;
javelin, Blackwell, Folger, McConnell, Shuford, and Manus; broad
jump, Lipscomb, Robinson, Carter,
Berry, and Tribble; relay, Robinson, Wall, Blackwell, Winn, Herlong, and Folger. Kinghorn, Baxter, and Langston are several new
tracksters who are said to be pretty good and will more than likely
be in the midst of the action on
the cinderpath this spring.
All men who have not yet drawn
uniforms are urged to report ta
Manager Bill Allen as soon as possible,
f

In any working scheme of modern
government, provision must be made
for bringing to a focus of power the
It is impossible to engage the seropinions of the multitude as such.— vices of people who are not too gooS
Charles A Beard.
for their work.—Sir Russel Scott.
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Bleckley's Dry Cleaners
Minor Repairs and Buttons Replaced without Charge
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
See Our Agents in Barracks

BELL, TELEPHONE

SYSTEM
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EDITORIAL

. . . . that Duke "Who called me
little R. John?" Richardson doesn't
want a certain Miss Bethea
to
hear of his night march from Liberty last week end as she may expect our colonel to do a minature
cross country in the direction of
the low state.
Please read your
Talk of the Town for further details.
-OSOAK

BATS-

. . . . that Rat M Square M|iller of
Charleston should have
brought
his corset to Clemson with him
this year.
Oh for the glory of a
high school senior.
DSCAK SATS-

. . . . that True Blue "(Don't tell
me I got splinters from bench sitting" Bowie reminds him of Walter
Winchell
expect
that
Boo
changes
Winchell's
"Lotion
of
Love" to "Oodles of Love," the
explanation of which rests witn
Earline of Greenville.
P. ,S. Don't
worry
Boo,
Oscar'll
get
Geo.
"Little Pickle Brain" Chaplin by
an' by.

WE TAKE UP THE PEN
I
"When change itself can give no more,
-Tis easy to be true."
OK THE PAST twelve-months the two thousand readers of these pages have had published for them perhaps the best all round news paper ever issued from
the presses of THE TIGER which for a generation
-OSCAfi SATShas roared for Clemson. The first time in its history this paper
.... that Allan Kolb is particuwas recognized officially by the South Carolina Press Associalar anxious for Herbert "I made
tion as its best member paper. From its pages came the edi- Scabbard and Blade" Byrd to get
torial which the same association classed as best. Faced with "set in" by Oscar, and that judgthe task of emulating such accomplishments by the retiring ing from Allan's reasons, he isn't
staff and responsibilities of producing a newspaper, a new particularly infatuated with the
group of students assume control with this issue. It is not said Herbert.
—
OSCAR SATS
surprising that the twenty-ninth staff undertakes the publica. . . . that J. T. Brannon, the
tion of these weekly pages with a feeling that it is assuming a Cassanova from Cassit (a town),
heavier responsibility than its ' jdecesscrs inherited. Plough has discontinued correspondence
novices take up the work of those with a year's experience, we with Tootsie of Winthrop by choice
hope, fraii mortals tough we be, that we shall be successful in . . . . hers. Satchell, you should
our attempt to uphold the standard set as a model for use. For never let the ole lady write your
the time being, at least, we shall attempt to carry on the work letters .... only Winthrop girls
can get away with that.
of our predecessors, hoping that our stride will enable us to
OSCAB SATS
reach their footsteps. Until experience teaches a better way, . . . . that Prof. Bradley took an
we shall not change. Until experience points to a higher unexpected beating from the diroad, we shall not hesitate to go thither. Beyond that we minutive sorcerer, Jo Terrel on
make no entangling promises. Untried, we know not our own account of the sparkling play of
strength; now we can do no more than dedicate our best to Pete Spearman in the game Saturthe publication of a creditable newspaper which will work for day night.
-OSCAB SATSthe best interests of the Corps of Cadets and their Alma Mater.
. . . that Roddy Kissam is tryII
ing desperately to make this colThat the first issue under a new staff is a pretentious one umn by inserting many and sunis the result of fate. But for the fact that now is the time for dry items into the Oscar box.
OSCAR SATS
THE TIGER to serve the college, the new staff in all the verdure of its inexperience would not have undertaken any special . . . .that Wheeler "Call me Chesaddition to the normal issue. For the concepton of the idea ty" Thackston was seen imitating
-the new task, we most enthusiastically do our utmost to join Diogenes, minus the lantern, in
his UNPRODUCTIVE affair under
hands with the administrative officers of the college in pro- the table at a very recent and inmoting the contemplated building program, the plans and teresting party.
needs for which are set forth fully in other columns today. To
OSCAB SATS
those articles we commend our readers with our indorsement. . . . . that George Warren has a
Suffice it to say here that we trust the efforts of Clemson standing recital with a freshman
friends will result in the realization of the aims in a new and from Charleston to repeat the
'three little words' over and over
brighter dawn for Clemson.

THURSDAY,

MEANDER
There will be those who say that
our folly knows no bounds when we
run tales about the colonel right at
the beginning of snatch season. The
colonel will be especially prone to
make such a statement but news is
news and our professional honor
must be upheld.
We really don't
know all we should about the escapade, but it seems that the colonel
with the assistance of Mr. J. I.
Davis, set a new record for long distance boot breaking-in a few weeks
ago.
For some reason the
lads
found themselves in Liberty
(the
reason for the colonel' presence in
Liberty is pretty obvious but we are
doing a bit of wondering about Mr.
Davis, whose only love, we thought,
was the TIGER'S circulation.) at
the painful hour of two o'clock, sans
transportation.
After a fitful attempt at hitch-hiking, the two noble
souls decided that the only thing
to do was to take their feet in hand
and walk back to school, for the
colonel felt that he must be near
his flock.
When Mr.
Richardson
and Mr. Davis arrived here, thirteen
miles later, the colonels boots were
so well broken in they hardly reached
above
his ankles and
Vr.
Davis's spirits were at about the
same level.
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forth our genius upon the back of an
envelope while we wandered about
the campus, with a wary eye cocked
for possible assassins. Now at last
there will be peace, the smell of
printer's ink, and the desk-topped
feet of young newshawks surroundin us as we grind out our column.
You faithful readers may expect a
distinct upturn in the quality of
our work when the staff is installed
in its new haven. And you're right,
a distinct upturn is distinctly needed.

SILENCE
We number among our stanchest
supporters the delegation from Brenau which turns up periodically to
sweep over the corps like a swarm of
locusts. Since we are always in the
front rank of those who are sucked
to the flame, we were pleased to
note that Miss Mary Mandalou, the
lady whose efforts
have done
so
much to fill this column, was once
again among those present. When
the ladies
fight for the
Tiger
on its arrival Thursday for the express purpose of reading THE TALK
OF THE TOWN, we hope they will
be gratified to find that they are
once more being made famous in
this space. Especially happy should
be Miss Lib Adams who will find
that we have laid ourselves open for
some of her childishly cutting reCONTROVERSY
The lady who writes "Wfinthrop marks.
Weak by Weak" in the JOHNSONIAN has been saying ugly things CHAGRIN
It hurts us to run anything about
about us again. This time she defends her work against an accusa- Mr. Johnny Stackhouse after we
tion we made several weeks ago saw that touching note he dropped
with these trite words:" . . . our in the Oscar box begging that no
effort is as much like Mclntyre's as mention be made of his recent
Winthrop is like New York.
And Spartanburg fiasco but as a famous
we were at least original enough man (the editor of the TALK OF
to compose our own title, whereas THE TOWN, we believe) once said,
he admits he inherited his. If the news is news. Mr. Stackhouse asked
sarcasm continues, we suggest that a certain jane of Liberty and Queens
the name of the Clemson tabloid be College, for a date last week end
changed to the "The Tiger Rag." and received no reply by the mails,
In rebuttal we would like to say considered that all was off and set
to beat Mr.
that, while we appreciate her origin- off for Spartanburg
time.
While
idly
ality in stealing a heading from Mr- Percy Cooke's
Spartanburg
Mclntyre, we can't understand why fumbling around the
she doesn't apply a little of that in- bus station, he noted with horror
Charlotte
was
gengenuity to the
column itself. that a bus from
Someday her subscriptions to Punch, standing in the yard and that it
Before he
Life, The Saturday Eve Post, etc.. contained Miss Hunter.
are going to run out and then where could skulk away she spied him and
will she be?
And also we wan't hailed him with delight, for she
to remind her that the April Fool naturally inferred that he was on
issue of THE TIGER has been call- his way to Charlotte to see her and
ed "Tiger Rag" for lo, these many she was touched at such devotion.
years.
■ , . , , She informed him that she was on
her way home and he could turn
right around and go back with her
COMMENDATION
and have his date by the dear old
In our modest way we want to hearthstone. Since a refusal meant
pat the new editor on the back for disaster, back he came, leaving a
the great move he is making in ob- trail of broken dates behind him.
taining an office for the
TIGER.
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
For over a year now we have been
Supp. Sgt. L. A. Williams of "L"
beaten from pillar to post trying
company who dropped into the Oscar
to find a spot in which to turn out
box at the guard room a note sayour weekly master-piece and many ing, "Please put a new window pane
has been the time when we poured in room 718."

again to bring back fond memories
of last summer at the beach.

COLLEGIATE PRESS
THE ERSKINE MIRROR
Rules for Faculty Behavior.
1. Instructors must come into
the room unostentatiously, tip-toeing
to avoid disturbing any students engrossed in their immediate occupations. He must nod a cheery "Good
Morning" whether it is or not.
2. He shall never rap or call for
attention in a voice above a modulated tone.
3. Should he have occasion to
ask a question of a drowsy pupil,
he shall whisper in the pupil's ear,
being careful not to cause an irritating disturbance.

-OSCAR SATS-

. . . . that Vick Bethea says his
4. He shall take.no notice of ab- mind works much better since he
changed it to carry him in the disences from class.
5. He shall lay especial empha- rection of Hartsville In preference
sis on hints to answers to exams to Columbia.
OSOAK SATS
and tests.
i
6. No class period shall require . . . . that Jess Neely is not alone
more than fifteen minutes of studi- in his rejoicing over the return of
"Hardwick" Chavous .... is he
ous labor.
7. He shall require no collateral Millie?
OSCAR SATS
reading in such subjects as History
. . . . that he suggests a change
and English.
8. He shall flunk no athlete, nay, in the position of the final "O" in
Bobo Baxter's name if he follows
not even A students.
9. He shall take no
heed of up his most recent finding in Anwhisperings or note passing between I derson
members of his class.
(Continued on page seven)

THE JOHNSONIAN
According
to The
Johnsonian,
Louisiana State University will discontinue its course * in William
Shakespeare and substitute a course
in 'Hooey' Long to maintain the
standard set by the previous curriculum.
It is our profound belief
that the Great 'Hooey' would serve
the cause of education .much more
effectively as a subject for a Psychology lab.

THE ERSKINE MIRROR
Erskine is to have a course for
that fine old Scotch game, golf. The
Erskine

Mirror

tells

us

that

the

course is to have six holes and twenty-four as par. The name THE SUNSET GOLF COURSE, is probably derived from the fact that it is simply
overflowing with hazards which will
keep the exponents of the game till
eventide trying to finish a round.

*i
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Dormitories May Be Included In Building Program
Federal Loan Is Requested
By Authorities For Ag Hall

Aids In Building Drive

Housing Conditions Too LimitProposed Building Would Also available building to house these
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, busied For Increasing
laboratories.
House Extension
ness manager of Clemson
Demands
Service
EXT. SERVICE CRAMPED
College, who, along with
The present quarters of the Extenother college officials, is in
ROOMS ARE SMALL
IS MUCH NEEDED
sion Service are utterly inadequate
Columbia this week petitand unsuited. An old residence,'
ioning the state legislature
In connection with the proposed
(Continued from page one)
built 40 years ago, with some maketo pass an enabling act
Loan and Grant for an agricultral
shift additions constitutes the only
that will permit the college
building, college authorities are reSome of these are being reproduced, home of this extensive activity. As
to borrow a half million
questing an additional loan of $2 50,
elsewhere in this issue.
a result the administration of exdollars from the Public
000 from the PWA to finance the
BRYAN'S SUMMARY
tension work has had to be cenWorks Administration for
building
of dormitories containing
College officials have carefully tralized and scattered over the state
the purpose of erectiiur
200 student rooms. The overcrowdcompiled detailed information on the in rented office space, preventing
such campus buildings that
ed condition of barracks at the prescosts and need of the Ag building. better coordination of the work. In
have been of pressing need
ent time and the need for additional,
Mr. A. B. Bryan, Extension Service the present building also all records
for the past several years,
quarters to care for the expected republicity head, has prepared the fol- are in danger from fire, no provision
cord freshman class next year, have
lowing summary of Clemson's pres- can be made for proper and convenmade such a move necessary.
sing necessities. "South Carolina is ient filing of the mass of valuable
Unless such a loan is obtainedl
distinctly an agricultural state whose material, no room for storage sup?nd construction started before the]
157,000 farms have an annual out- plies for extension activities, and not
next scholastic year, students will be
put of products of $75,000,000 or even a place of assembly for conferturned away from Clemson next fall I
more in values.
ence and other necessary gatherings.
because
of inadequate housing condiRESEARCH CENTER
WORK CROWDED
tions. At present many rooms deClemson College investigators, exThe fact that agricultural activisigned, for two occupants are occutension workers, and teachers of ties must utilize quarters in other
pied by three,
agriculture are the technical advis- buildings result naturally in too
ors to this great industry since state great crowding of the work of the
INCREASED ENROLLMENT
FROM THE SPARTANBURG JOURNAL
and Federal laws make Clemson the departments occupying those buildSince
the opening of the college
Clemson College is in need of an agricultural buildinghead of the state's agricultural ac- ings. For example, the library Is
in 1893 with an enrollment of 444
one that will adequately and efficiently house the agricultural
tivities. Here are headquarters for now in increasing need of space now
there has been a steady growth in
research,
teaching and extension activities now scattered over enrollment and until 1925 additions
agricultural research, agricultural occupied by some of the agricultural
teaching, agricultural extension, crop teaching and research forces. The the campus in inadequate and unsatisfactory quarters. One to tha barracks kept pace with the
pest control, fertilizer inspection and dairy building, hardly adequate for who has had occasion to confer in years past with the late increasing number of students. Since
analysis, etc.
dairying and animal husbandry, Is W. W.Long, then at the head, of this service, has been struck 1925, although enrollment increase
Such vast and varied activities nevertheless housing dairying, ani- with the fact that you have to cover lots of ground going from has continued, there have been no
need a local habitation—material mal husbandry, horticulture, and
one division or classification to another, although the entire new rooms added to the dormitories
structures and equipment, for suc- agricultural economics, and the head
because they are enlarged to capacscope of service could and should have been coordinated as ity. They are all four stories high
cessful operation.
of one department has his office in
regards quarters.
BUILDING DESTROYED
and any additions will greatly inhis home because of lack of space
The Genex-al Assembly is being petitioned by the Cleui- crease the fire hazard.
Yet Clemson College has no agri- in his departmental headquarters.
,. ,«
cultural building.
It is the only
son
authorities
to
pass
an
enabling
act
that
would
permit
Tbe
following
statistics
show
the
FACILITIES NEEDED
agricultural college in the United
Facilities are needed for giving them to borrow $275,000 from the PWA for this object. The growth in enrollment of the college
States without one or more agricul- short courses in agriculture at
plan, as explained by the Extension Service publicity head, since 1905.
tural buildings. The structure built Clemson College such as are given
1905-'06
652
in 1904 for an agricultural building- in other agricultural colleges dur- Dr. Bryan, is for a 20-year amortization of the loan, for which
1315-15
802
was already too small and inade- ing the wintefr when farmers land the income from fertilizer tax, students' fees and sale of pro1S25-26
1,032
quate for the needs when it was de- farm boys and girls could, come to ducts would be pledged to meet annual charges.
1934-35
1,234
stroyed by fire in 1925. It was, Clemson and study special problems.
The plan appears sound, practical and workable, and
1335-36
Est. 1,415
therefore, reconstructed as a fire- Facilities are needed also in specially the Legislature should throw no obstacle in its way. South
At the present time there
proof library in 1926 to meet an ur- I equipped assembly halls for discusCarolina is an agricultural state and Clemson College investi- 1,105 students living in -barracks
gent need for that purpose, and
sion and instruction among farmers gators, extension workers and teachers of agriculture are the that were built to accomodate 808,
since that time it has not seemed
and other special groups of visitors. technical advisers of the state's basic industry. At Clemson as the following statistics will show.
possible to finance the construction
Special facilities are needed also for
Normal
No,—v<
■of an agricultural building.
is located headquarters for agricultural research, agricultural,!
cold storage, photographic work in
Barracks
Capacity
WORK SCATTERED
Accom.
connection with scientific agricul- teaching, agricultural extension, .pest control, fertilizer inJSto„ 1
428
The agricultural work is, there585
All these important activities No. 2
ture ,and other processes which call spection and analysis, etc.
158
fore, scattered over the campus in
585
for special construction in a well should be centered in some special building the need of which
No. 3
222
the library building, the dairy build- planned builddng.
307
has been manifest for many years. A modern, fireproof build- There axe 297 rooms with three
ing, the administration building, the
INFLUENCE VISITORS
ing of ample rooming and storage accomodations can be pro- oorarpants.
engineering building, the chemistry
Not only visiting farmers and
vided by the amount indicated, and the loan can be effected
"building, old residences, the machinLOW COST
rother citizens of the state but many
ery barn, and elsewhere. In all inif
the
Legislature
takes
favorable
action.
With
some
three
hundred
students
visitors from Washington and elsestances the quarters are inadequate
over normal caitecity now and an
where, official and unofficial, see ana
and in most instances entirely unexpected enrollment of 1,415 nexi
FROM THE GREENVILLE NEWS
realize the inadequacy of housing
suitable and not capable of being
year,
the building of new barracks
Clemson College, of course, is an agricultural college,
tar the
institution's agricultural
adapted to the needs. These condihas
become
imperative, if students
work, and their opinions and esti- which is not only training young men for more efficient agritions result, of course, in lowered
are
turned
away
from Clemson the,
mates of the college are inevitably cultural work, but is also conducting a broad extension service
efficiency of work undertaken and influenced thereby.
Will be forced to go out of the state
throughout the state for agricultural betterment.
Inability to undertake much importto obtain degrees in agriculture, enGREAT NEED
ant work. In the teaching of agriYet
we
have
the
anomaly
of
the
agricultural
college
in
gineering
and textiles, since no other
Briefly it may be stated that with
culture, for example, classroom and
an
agricultural
state,
with
no
agricultural
building!
One
state
college
offers these courses. Inf
a much larger number of students
laboratory space is scattered in every
many
cases
men will be deprived
doubts
if
there
is
a
similar
instance
anywhere
else
in
the
United
in agriculture, and more numerous
major "building on the campus exand varied activities in teaching, re- States. The agricultural building constructed at Clemson in entirely of an opportunity of obtaincept the textile building. Students
search, and extension, the agricul- 1904 was already too small and inadequate when it was de- ing a college education for the policy
are crowded into small space never
tural work at Clemson College has stroyed by fire in 1925. Since its reconstruction as a fire proof of Clemson has always been to keep
intended for permanent teaching
less available housing space than library, the agricultural activities and services of the college the cost to the student within his
quarters, laboratories are too crowdability to pay. The rates at the colheretofore, and that efficency of
ed to set up the necessary equiphave been scattered through various buildings, and many of lege now are lower than those of
service rendered is in spite of tht,
ment, rooms must be used for many
any other South Carolina college.
great need of space. Clemson surely them are housed in unsuitable quarters.
different purposes, materials have to
The
situation
points
the
merit
of
a
measure
which
the
needs an adequate, up-to-date, firpWIDE SCOPE
be moved to and fro, and much time
college is asking the legislature to pass, enabling the trustees The college, through its Extension
proof agricultural building."
of teachers and students is consumof the institution to borrow $275,000 from the Public Works Service and The "Smith-Hughes"
ed in transfers to widely separated
THESE SMOKERS
Administration to construct an agricultural building to house teachers, has increased its scope of
quarters.
properly and efficiently the agricultural research, teaching activity until its influence is felt
NEED FOR OFFICE
Americans
last
year
smoked
a
In the farm research work, conand extension activities. The plan contemplates a 20-year in every county of the state. If tbo
growth of the school is stopped betotal
of
125,000,000,000
cigarettes,
ducted by the experiment station
amortization of the loan, pledging income from fertilizer tax,
or
more
than
1,000
for
every
man
cause
of lack of funds, the activities
branch of the college, the research
It was an in student fees and sale of products to meet the annual payments. of these department will necessarily
workers have not space for labora- woman and child.
The clear need for this building, and the fact that such a be curtailed also, and much of their
tories and offices separated from crease of 14,000,000,000, over the
consumption in 1933.
loan
could probably be procured at a very low rate of interest, beneficial work will be lost to tha
those of teachers and the necessary
enabling
the college to meet the amortization payments with- state.
■activities of one group interrupt and
The financing of the loan can be
out
difficulty
from its existing income, would appear to make
interfere with those of the other
If it were left to me I would no
group. Furthermore, there is special more pay an athletic student than the plan well worthy of prompt and favorable action by the taken care of by the college out
need for properly suited laboratories I would a chemcal student.—Chair- Assembly. Certainly it is difficult to see any sound objection of its running expenses with the low
interest rate and the long term conTor research in most lines, but nc man Mackellar
to it.
i tract offered by the PWA.

State Press Editorial Comment

o

PRESENT BARRACKS
ARE T00_ CROWDED
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THE TIGE1

PWA LOANS SECURED
BY SOUTHERN SCHOOLS

Another overcrowded building which houses six departments and
numerous offices in addition to the large college library containing
26,000 volumes, as many government publications, and numerous
periodicals. This is the structure which was built in 1025 to replace the old Agricultural Hall.

Jsed Half-Million Out of Own
Treasury
Clemson College is asking the
legislature to pass an enabling act so
lhat the trustees may borrow $275,000 from the Public Works Administration at Washington with which to
construct an agricultural building,
to house agricultural research, teaching and extension activities, now
scattered over the campus in quarters regarded as inadequate and inconvenient.
PROPOSED PLAN
The plan proposed is for a 20-year
amortization of the loan, pledging
income from fertilizer tax, student
fees and sale of products, to .meet
the annual payments.
PUBLIC SERVICE
Heretofore the college used from
its own income $457,895 to establish activities now known as "public
service", these including extension
work, crop pest control, live stock
^sanitary work and agricultural research. This was undertaken voluntarily and was not required by law
i»&tiL Clemson requested that_ Jajps
Ibe enacted. The College is now asking aid in providing a home for its
agricultural activities.
—THE STATE

OTHERS COMMENT ON
BIG BUILDING PROGRAM
I ^»t The need of an Agricultural building should be removed; not only is
the Agricultural department handicapped by its lack of equipment but
so are the other departments, which
have to share their limited housing
with this school.
—Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean of School
' of General Science.
The need of new buildings at
Clemson is too obvious to mention,
but I think that the college should
not assume the responsibility of paying off the loan. That should be a
matter for the State to care for.
^—Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Dean of
It is remarkable that Clemson has
held its place in the sun among
southern agricultural colleges in
spite of its present inadequate facilities. Its high quality of service
thus far must surely justify a loan
great enough to supply its urgent
needs.
—Cadet C. E. Cummings, President
Blue Key.
Clemson's growth is hindered by
serious lack of equipment. Addition of a new barracks and a new
ig building would certainly result
"m an increase in enrollment and a
growth of service to the State.
—Cadet Colonel Duke Richardson.
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LOCAL FIGURES COMMENT ON PRESSING
STATE SOLON PUSHES
NEED FOR AGRICULTURAL HALL AND NEW
NEW BUILDING PLANS
DORMTORIES: ALL PRAISE BUILDING PLAN Says Ready for Immediate Ac-

Library Building

AUTHORITIES SEEKING
LARGE FEDERAL LOAN

THURSDAY,

University Of Arkansas—$400,000
Library
University of Tennessee—$300,
000
Biology building
University of Tennessee—$164,000
Administration Building
Virginia Polytechnical Institute
$165,000
Dormitory and Social center
University of Maryland—$200,
000
Dormitory
University of Texas—$1,500,
000
Library and Main Building

Editorial
NEEDED: AN AGRICULTURAL BUILDING

tion: Committee Chairman
Campus Celebrities Give Opinion of New PWA
"We are pushing plans for a new
Project
agricultural building at Clemson
College and expect to take definite
The needs of the college include action within a few days," Ben E.
an Agricultural Building, a Textile Adams, member of the house of reBuilding, Student Dormitories, a fa- presentatives from Richland county
culty apartment, and extension of and chairman of the sub-committee
water supply. There is a possibility to look into the proponai for a new
of borrowing funds from the PWA building at the agricultural college,
to erect the Agricultural Building declared here today.
and a Dormitory.
"URGENT NEED"
The need for an Agricultural
"There is undoubtedly an urgent
Building is apparent to everyone need for the building and 1 believe
Our Agricultural College serving the this is the proper time to carry out
great mass of people in South Caro- the construction," said Mr. Adams.
lina can more effectively do its
OTHER MEMBERS
work when adequately and properly
Serving with the Richland memhoused.
ber on the subcommittee are J. J.
A visit to the barracks will reveal Snow of Williamsburg and T. J.
the fact that nearly 300 rooms con- Hendrix of Spartanburg. These men
tain three students each. The ma- are members of the agricultural comjority of these rooms were designed mittee of the house.
for two students. The need for adMr. Adams has shown a great deal
ditional dormitory space is great and of interest in Clemson Colleg9 and
more rooms are necessary to care expressed the hope today that it
for normal growth.
would be possible to build another
President Roosevelt in his far- dormitory or an addition to the presflung program of recovery is offer- ent quarters.
ing the greatest opportunity in the
"WE SHOULD PREPARE"
nistory of Clemson College to meet
"The student body at Clemson has
our building needs. It behooves shown a big increase in recent years
every student and every Clemson and we should prepare for an even
man to help put this program across. larger number of students," asserted
O. Littlejohn, Bus. Mgr. Representative Adams. "Clemson is
doing a fine work in agricultural
Additional barracks and an Agri- livestock and certain industrial lines.
cultural building are two of the I want to see these activities extend
greatest needs that Clemson has ever into every part of the state. The
had. In recent years these needs extension service has proven of value
have become more and more acute. The next step is to enlarge the short
A considerable increase- in the course periods and reach far more
farmers, future farmers and textile
Freshman class this year caused
proportionate increase in the studeni workers and carry the training of
body as a whole. Next year's Sopho- the school into broader fields."
—The Anderson Daily Mail.
more class will therefore be larger

Like a beaming ray of sunshine through dark and murky
clouds comes the news that Clemson will at last -have its muchneeded agricultural building if the state legislature parses an
enabling act allowing the trustees to borrow $275,000 from
the PWA in Washington to erect this structure.
Clemson, an A&M college, needs such a building for the
simple reason that it has none—a situation reaching to the
high heavens of incongruity. The 22-room agricultural hall
erected in 19.04 was already inadequate when it burned in
1925, and yet, lack of funds has prevented the building of a
new and larger structure devoted entirely to agricultural activities.
Conditions now are in the proverbial pickle, and not a
pretty one at that. Cubby holes never meant for classrooms
are being used for the purpose of instruction. Cramped laboratories hinder the research man and his vital experiments in than before, and another large
Clemson is the only Agricultural
chemistry, entomology, pathology, botany, agronomy, horti- Freshman class will further accent- school in the country without an
culture, and other sciences. Equipment frequently is being uate the increasing growth of the agricultural building: Outsiders cantransmitted from one place to another, since it is impossible, student body. At the present time not help being impressed with our
under the present inconvenient arrangement, to concentrate, the correspondence with prospective lack of facilities. It is amazing that
students is heavier than it has ever
in any one location, work of a closely connected nature. Under been at this season of the year and Clemson's graduates have been able
the squeezed system agricultural work is being carried on in it appears that next year's Fresh to hold their own as well as they
have. There is no telling how mucti
the Library, Dairy building, Main building, and Chemistry man ciaSs will be the largest in the better they would do if Clemson
building, not to mention an antiquated residence that i§-*T?9kfiT=*^story of the institution. Several were properly equipped.
hundrea "irjgk-^chool students have
cally labeled, "Extension Service."
The extension service, which Is
already
written,
at
this
early'
a2.t£,
afrimportafiL"
?art of any agricul—^^Eggjijjgv-g-gfgaf sympathy foi' the farmers of this state,
and the difficulties with which they have had to contend in for special information regarding tural school, has the most mao,8:~'
Clemson.
quate office of any state extension
their efforts to establish the business of agriculture on a proper
The addition of an Agricultural service in the United States.
basis, and believing that there can be no permanent improve- building will greatly facilitate this
From the standpoint of health and
ment in agriculture without a knowledge of those sciences phase of the instructional work at efficiency of the students, I should
which pertain particularly thereto, I have determined to de- Clemson. At the present time there certainly recommend the addition
vote the bulk of my property to the establishment of an agri- is a great need for additional class- of a new dormitory.
cultural college upon my Fort Hill place." Thus wrote Thomas room and laboratory space, schedule —D. W. Watkins, Director Extension
difficulties have arisen over the need
Staff.
G. Clemson in his will, and Clemson College was born.
of this building and with an increase
Since its founding in 1889, a large part of Clemson's 'vast in the student body these difficulties
acid test of prison is the kind
educational program' has been dedicated to public service. The have become more and more acute. I of The
man tnat of man that comeg out
college points with pardonable pride to the fact that it once
—G. E. Metz, Registrar of it._George W. Alger.
voluntarily used almost a half-million dollars of its income to
start agricultural extension work, live stock sanitation activities, crop pests and diseases eradication, experiment stations,
and general research in varied fields. This money might well
have been used for the erection of an agricultural hall, but
the institution thought the plight of the farmer more important
and unselfishly acted as it did.
The need of an agricultural building is obvious. Besides
its worth in its own field of activity such a structure would
aid the other schools of the college. The School of General
Science, in which all students take some work during their
four years here ,now has much sorely needed space taken up
by "Ag" work. Notice has been served the college that the
United States post office must have additional room for the
large volume of mail it handles. With the building of an
agricultural structure the P.O. might be moved into the basement of the Library, a far more central spot than the one it
now occupies.
For the teacher and student to suffer is bad enough, but
when the entire state of South Carolina, whose 157,000 farms
have an annual output of about $75,000,000, must be held
back by the lack of ONE building, it is hoped that the legislature will see the merit of the college's request for the passing
This small building now houses fifty-five men over its normal caof a measure that will do much toward shooting the stock of
pacity of 158. At present 213 cadets are crowded into the structhe farmer to a new and permanent "high".
ture, many rooms designated for two men being occupied by three.

Second Barracks
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COLLLEGIATE PRESS
THE REVEILLE
The Reveille proclaims the coming of a 'Suicide Club' to the Louisiana State Campus.
A machine.
gun unit which will probably be
the first in the Reserve Officers
Training Corps is being planned
'. y the military department of L.
S. U. The unit is to be composed
of four officers and eighty men
selected from the honor platoon,
and eight mobile machine
guns;
the honor platoon is the equivalent
of Clemson's Junior platoon. The
engineering students are to swing
Into action by constructing the gun
carriges.
COLLEGIATE DHESS

THE CRIMSON WHITE
Statistics on the Uni. Alabama
Commerce School, as stated by The
Crimson-White, show that out of
837 students registering during the
first semester 417 completed their
work successfully and 108 of these
made an average of B or better.
TEXAS GETS NEW COACH
A former Notre
Dame
star,
Jack Chevigny, has been appointed head football coach at the University of Texas to succeed Clyde
Littlefield.
Get a purpose and hold to It until
it holds you.—Rev. W. H. Houghton.

THE TIGER

Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)
. that military aspirations are
causing havoc among the members
of the leather mixing squad in the
field house.
Private Loften and
Altman are at a loss as to how
Jackie has managed to hold his
stripes in the absence of Capt. Pete
—OSCAH BATS——

. . that rifle rumor has it that
Bromo Odom has to knock on a
certain Anderson girl's door and
utter the magical words "This is
Bill 'Of C. D. A. fame' Smith"
before he will be admitted entrance.
.

OSCAR »ATB

. .
that Archie "I'm really the
richest boy at Clemson" Watson
took his mother's Reo home the
wrong week end because Oscar
knows if Lib Adams could have
seen Archie she would have been
faithful.

Winter meant red flannels, and
hot, heavy, indigestible breakfasts to the last generation.
We've freed ourselves of a
host of discomforts since 1906.
And Kellogg's Corn Flakes, introduced in that year, have
helped to bring about the
change.
Nowadays we can wear
lighter clothing — eat lighter,
more appetizing foods. Try a
howl of Kellogg's, with milk
or cream, for a winter breakfast. Crisp and tempting. Rich
in energy and body warmth.
Easy to digest.
Quality guaranteed. Made
by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

Corn Flakes

SAIS

. . . that Reggie Arthur M. Williams has all the earmarks of the
next yeaTS Clemson's Duke but if
the Army hears the other "shadows" relating "little Annie's" popularity he may follow the steps of
last years Reggie.

HOKE SLOAN'S
THIS WEEK ONLY

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM G. ROWLAND, INC

Patronize Tiger Advertisers

PHILADELPHIA

COMPLIMENTS

OF

Clemson College Laundry
gCiETOHEaglHMBffl<lMM>«rara

by a Pudqy Wudqy?
. . . lia/t/ CM? O/c/ Cfou/

OSCAR BATB

OSOAK SATS

. . . . that Honor IStudent Archie
Todd should return to the elementary grades to brush up on his
orthography.
Oscar has his explanation blank on file showing
how he's 'respectively stated' that
he had 'influence' and
couldn't
reach a nine A M. class. He got
it off, too.
After twenty years of prohibition
Iceland recently voted wet again.

Sandwiches

Meals

SCOTTY'S MESSERY
Short Orders

-Jew Spring Lines of Schaefer
Clothes just arrived.

Room 625

-1

SPECIAL SALE ON SHOES AT

. . . . that the Talk of the Town
has at last become readable only
because of the planned assault (a
la Bernie-Winchell)
between the
editor of the above mentioned filler and the Winthrop "Johnsonian.''.

W. P. DOBSON

OVEN FRESH FLAVOR-PERFECT

of Harvard University, it was reportButcher Knives and
ed by University authorities.
RULE CHANGES
Like all war, the memorials
Scissors Sharpened.
Three changes have been made
should be horrible.—Sir John Fosin the 1934
collegiate
football
Bicycle Tires Repaired
ter-Fraser.
rules which the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Football Rules
Committee said were not very important, tout which sport dopsters
believe will make football a great
aerial game next fall.
The changes in the rules are:
1. The five-yard penalty
for
the second successive
incomplete
STAR-BRAND Shoes, $5 Sellers
$3.50
forward pass is eliminated.
CROSBY SQUARE Shoes, $6 Sellers
$5.00
2. The first incomplete forward
A Few Pairs of Shoes Reduced to
$2.50
pass over the goal line—except on
I Would Like to See Every Cadet in School Who)
fourth down—will be treated the
Wears a Size 6 or 6V2 Shoe. I Will Sell Them Cheap.
same as if incompleted in the field
Juniors and Seniors, use your R. O. T. C. Credit!
of play, instead of as a touchback.
3. The definition of a punt '"
changed to permit kicking from
the hand or hands of a teamate.

bassoon player, dipped into white
Another of
those
historical
slavery upon the sale of an inter"splits" brought about by the Tedesting date to "Stewie" Campbell
dy Roosevelt Bull Moose campaign
for the measley sum of fifty cents.
back in 1912, has come to an end.
—
OSOAK BATS
According to mutual friends of
. . . . that Ben "I'm the only
the two, Senators Hiram Johnson
freshman in Gamma Alpha Mu"
of California and William E. BorJoTdan met with disaster when it
ah of Idaho, who broke up their
slipped his memory to remove his
friendship 23
years
ago
when
chest wig before taking ofE to the
Johnson followed Roosevelt and
showers.
Borah followed Taft, have renewed
DBOAR BATBtheir
friendship as a result of their
. . . . that he wishes to inform
joint leadership of the successful
"Popeye" Maze of the U. Ga. basketball team that reports from fight against American adherence
Beam and Ezell show entrance of to the World Court.

OSCAK

Uncle Egbert tried to bear
up through the winter!

Tables at which only German or
THREE RULE CHANGES
French
is spoken are among the
IN '35 FOOTBALL ARE
most popular at the Harvard Union THE ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
OF VITAL IMPORTANCE

FRIENDSHIP RENEWED
BETWEEN SOLONS WHO
OS OAK BATS
CAST ASIDE GRUDGE
that HI. A. Keller, the band's

Miss Alice Goon at Limestone College but if T. I. Brown is in any
way interested he had better stay
healthy across the border in Georgia.

FORTIFIED
WITH FOOD

PAGE SEVEN

YMCA Barber
Shop
Appreciates Your Business

When trapped by
a Mushy Mamma . . . don't give way to dark
despair. Count ten and light a sunny-smooth
Old Gold. Its fragrant fumes will enchant
the matron's senses . . . while you slip spryly
from her arms. Darn clever . , . these O.Gs!

AT TRYING TIMES

TRY A Snuoctk OLD GOLD

THURSDAY,
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Vespers
Mr. Jessie R. Wilson, the executive secretary of the student volunteer movement, spoke at the
vesper services held at the Y on
last Sunday night.
For
twelve
years, Mr. Wilson was a foreign
missionary to Japan, but since that
time he has been connected with
the student volunteer
movement
whose
headquarters
is in' New
York and has been traveling all
over the United States
making
talks at different schools and colleges. Two of the points that Mr.
Wilson brought out in speech was
that a person cannot live a life
of fullness without God, and that
we cannot enjoy the friendship of
God if we do not spend some of
«ur time with Him.

counters.

Bill

Dillard

as

usual

in prime form and constantly
TIGER FIVE DISPLAYS was
worried the Purple and
White
team with his scorching floor work.
FINE FORM; DEFEATS During the second half, however, *
t
Bill resorted only
to
defensive
FAST FUR MAN QUINT work and along with his mates 7

showed the Hurricane that the TiDetermined Clemson Cagers gers were really better than at the
previous meeting.
Hold Constant Lead in
TIGERS SUPERIOR
Hardwood Classic
From the beginning of the contest the Davis team showed definSWAILS ON RAMPAGE
ite superiority and increased their
lead constantly.
The
Furman
Undaunted by their first defeat boys had a little difficulty hitting
of the season at the hands of Car- the basket and could only manage
olina, a determined Cemson quint to drop in eight points
during
journeyed to Greenville last Thurs- the first
period.
However, the
day night and literally reduced Greenville quintet made a strong
Furman's Big Blow to a mere comeback in the last half, Roper
zephyr by virtue of a 43 to 26 and King going strong; but this
count.
attack was short lived as the ClemSWAILS RUNS WILD
son gang broke up the Furman
Alex Swails who had been kept scoring spree.
NUMEROUS FOULS
bottled up for several games broke
Fouls were plentiful,
Furman
loose anew against the Stewartmen and rang up a total of 22 making 11 and Clemson 14.
points for high score.
Furman's
This is what makes progress . . .
Bob
King,
We Appreciate Your Business outstanding center,
matched the long boy's play by man trying to satisfy woman.—Anne
taking second honor
with
ten Ellis.

THE STUDENT GLEANERS

Copyright, 1936
R. J. Reynolds Tob. (
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STANDARD GOODS AT LOW PRICES

T

Just received a new shipment of BONA ALLEN
SHOES, which are $5 value for only $3.50.

T
T

Here are the reasons why I can sell shoes worth
$5 for only $3.50:
1—Buy them at the factory and pay cash
2—Have very low over-head expense
3—Aim satisfied with small margin of profit

7
T

7

tT
tT

f
t7

7

Van Heausan Shirts
Phillips-Jones Shirts
Underwear Shirts
Underwear Shorts

$1.50
$1.00 & $1.25
25c & 35c
25c & 35c

T

tT
T
tt
T
T
T
iT
T
t
T

And a large stock of general merchandise at

REASONALE PRICES

| "Judge" Keller's

T
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TIGERS MEET CAROLINA
TONIGHT ON HARDWOOD
tf

'

TRACK SEASON OPENS

SPORTS

THREE WEEKS HENCE

NOTICE

There is something wrong with a
nation that is always quarreling with
The boxing match with the Uni- its leaders.—Rev. Robt. Norwood.
versity of Georgia which was scheduled for Saturday night has been
Think of our fathers and we think
changed to Friday night. The meet of making good; think of our mothwill be held in Athens in the Uni- ers and we think of being good.—versity gym.
.Rabbi Katz.

MINORITIES IMPORTANT
It is always the minorities that
hold the key of progress; it is always through those who are unafraid to be different that advancement comes to human society.—
Raymond B. Fosdick.

f
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FROM THE PRESS BOX
Each year about the first of February it conies time for a new hand
to pick up the proverbial pen and,
reloading (perhaps we should have
said slipping a new ribbon in old
battered "Sylvester",) attempt to
keep you readers interested for the
next nine months or so with such
copy as we turn in concerning th«
happenings in the Clemson camp.
"We feel that this is your column just
iis much as are the other gossip and
news features of this rag and we are
hoping that you will see fit to send
in your contributions and criticisms
without any hesitation. In this way
the standards handed down by our
predecessors from year to year can
be maintained and perhaps we may
eventually be able to even better
the high caliber column thax Mr.
Smart turned out. Well,—"the old
order changeth."

f

We Invite Your Attention To Our

I

SODA FOUNTAIN

t
X
t

KEPT IN A GLEAN AND SANITARY CONDITION BY A

lent backfielder who can either run,
pass, or kick with the same effectiveness, is catching the eye of many an
oii-looker, while Clary and Prichett,
ends, are pleasing the coaches very |
much

SCHEDULE
While the varsity and freshman
boxing teams are pounding away at
the Georgia Bulldogs Saturday night,
the basketeers will be tied up on
the home court by an engagement
with the Mercer Bears. After then
the winter sports will practically be
over except a contest with P. C. in
Clinton (tentative) Tuesday night
and one with the Generals from
Washington and Lee on March 1.
However, there are the conference
meets for both the pugs and basketeers in the near future, and since
this is the first bid given the Davismen in several years we should be
ready to stand behind the boys to
It was most unusual that both the limit.
basketball contests last Saturday
BETWEEN YOU AN ME
night required extra periods, and in
It
seems
that there was a very
those extra periods was required a
world of extra energy. It's some good friend of Bill Dobson in the
job to stay in a game for one hour stand over at Fnrman last week who
have to call on reserve stamina wtn recognized "Pish Face" immediately
and pound up and down the hard- .... some excellent games have alwood floor, but it is still harder to ready been arranged for the basewhich to finish out such nip and tuck ball team and a complete schedule
battles as were staged by both the will be published later .... "Goat"
freshman and varsity squads. The Lynn of last year's track fame has
rat team managed to eke out a win recently been given a position with
and it was too bad that bo\h the the Foremost Dairies in Jacksonville.
contenders., in. the; varsity; fray Goat was formerly connected with
couldn't have had an equal share the college at the Sandhill Experiment Station out from Columbia . .
in the victory.
Two losses are not so bad when . . "Fearless Joe" at the first of the
we look at the string of victories season stated that there was five
garnered by Joe Davis and his pro- dollars waiting for anybody shootteges so let's keep the old spirit up ing as many as 20 points in one
and see what can be done with the game; and as yon probably remember "Long" Swails tallied that many
Gamecocks tonight.
and more in the Tech and Wofford
contests. Alex got the fiver after
The freshman boxing team jourthe first scoring spree but Davis disneys over to Athens Saturday to
continued his offer Seems as if he
take on the University pf Georgia
didn't know the strength of his own
pups that night and from what we
team.
can gather, the boys are set to disii
out some real trouble for the Pups.
Some excellent material has been
found, among the first year men and
PUBLIC SPEAKING
the coaches are taking quite some
interest in the showing the Cubs
will make in the neighboring state.
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COMPETENT OPERATOR
ENJOY A FRESH SANDWICH TOASTED TO A DELICIOUS
BROWN AND YOUR FAVORITE DRINK
OUR MILK SHAKES HAVE A REPUTATION
A DOUBLE GLASS FOR A DIME
FRESH FRUIT ORANGEADES AND LEMONADES
CRACKERS — CAKES — CANDIES and dainties of all kinds
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P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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Some talk has been floating around
concerning the inactivity of the
swimming team, however, several
meets that were scheduled for the
past week or so had to be canceled
because of the torn up condition of
the aquabats. A goodly number of
the boys were laid up in the hospital
and it would have been utterly impossible for Coach Holtzendorff to
give any opposition. Most of the invalids have about thrown off the
"spell" now and the Waterboys
should be hitting their stride in a
short while.
Some of Coach Howard's tracksters are already at work on the
cinderpath and with balmy weather
of the past few days the boys should
be able to get in some good limbering up workouts. True, some good
men were lost last year but with the
sophmore material coming up Howard will be able to round out a
well balanced squad.
The freshmen are showing up
mighty well in spring practice and
from the intensive training the boys
have been getting lately something
should break. Sam Page, an excel-

f

FOUR SCORE AND 5EVEN YEARS AGO
OUR FATHERS BROUGHT FORTH ON THIS

— AND THAT GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE?!
BY THE PEOPLE,FOR THE PEOPLE^vT^
"H?\ SHALL NOT PERISH r^O<
\\FR0M THE EARTH J ^tJ^BRAV/O
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GLEMSON SLUGGERS
SPLIT
CLINTON MEET
(.Continued irom page 1)
hard, but the judges decided mat
Seable had, a slight edge on his
foe.
Presbyterian also took tne
second match by a decision, McCaskill slugging out a win from
Clemson's stellar
Featherweight,
Altman.
DAWSON LOSES
The rangy, long-ajrmed Clark,
P. C.'s entry in the
lightweight
class sewed up his match by virtue
of his reach over his Clemson opponent, but this did not keep the
snorting Dawson from making it
hot for the Blue Stocking leatherpushers. The Tigers then started
their winning streak when Griner,
Junior welter, lit into McClary and
pushed the Calvinist about until
the second round when the pressure got a little too great and the
Presbyterians gave Griner a technical.
LOFTON WNS TECHNICAL
Paul Lofton, Clemson
Senior
welter, did not have to wait quite
so long for his punches to land
a. T. K. O., for with about two or
•three blows Williams
P. C. was
through the ropes and the fight
was stopped.
It was very nearly
a, clean sweep, but the P. C. boj
managed to get to the bench. T
S. McConnell (C)
middleweight,
drew a bye when the Blue Stockings defaulted.

2
PHYSICIST COMPILES INTRAMURAL SPORTS
NEW DATA ON SOUND SHOW RAPID GROWTH
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TRAOT OF WILD LAND
FOR NATURE STUDIES
Cornell University has been given
620 acres of wild woodland, on con
dition that nothing ever be done tf'
disturb its natural beauty.
It i»
to be used exclusively as an outdoor
library for biologists and other nature lovers.
The gift was made directly by the
Lloyd Library and Museum of Cincinnati indirectly hy C. G. Lloyd, the
original owner of the tract.
Lloyd stipulated that all trees on
the property were to be allowed to
follow their natural course, none
to be cut, none to be doctored, none
to be trimmed. No streams are to
Be damned, no underbrush is to be
cleared out. No matter what commercial value the property may
sometime attain, it is to be lert
alone in its , wild state. Wild animals and birds never are to be molested.

Prof at Case School Sets New
Standard on Accuracy
A new standard of accuracy in
the measurement of the speed of
oound was announced to the world
jf science last week by Dr. Dayton C. Miller, professor of physics
at Case School of Applied Science.
TWO ASSISTANTS
The
first experiments
took
place at Sandy Hook, N. J., in
1918 and 1919, iDr. iMiller saio.
After months of study and computation of the data of the experiments, (Dr. Miller and two assistants concluded that sound travels
1,087.13 feet per second.
"The tests and studies covered
a period of nearly two years,"
said Dr. Miller, who is Internationally known for his investigations
of the theory of relativity and on
the speed of light. "I worked on
the problem during the war hut
dropped it because my studies of
relativity occupied all my attention.
Last summer I was asked
to continue my original research.
"With my assistants I worked
on the data through the fall. 1
am now compiling my notes into
a treatise for publication, if it is
wanted."

KISSAM GETS DECISION
Clemson's colorful Roddy Kissam decisioned his way over Cappelmann P. C. lightweight, and
several times during the nine minutes had the Clintonite
floored.
Probably the
most
interesting
bout was the wind up between the
heavyweights Henley (C) and the
well known Bolick of Presbyterian.
The two big sluggers mixed it up
pretty well, Henley taking advantage of many openings afforded him
but Bollck's style and experience
Little said is soonest mended.gave him his victory.
Cervantes.

Increasing Interest Shown
Kirchner's Program by
Cadets
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Music
tells
James Bailey.

no truths.—'Philip

in

COLLEGE
PROM

CONTEST EVERYDAY
Under the able direction
of
Freddie Kirchner, Y mentor, one
of the most extensive, intramural
sports programs ever attempted at
Clemson is now under way. Each
night the Y basketball court resounds with the thudding of basketballs as the companies battle
each other
in the
elimination
series for the championship. Simultaneously, the soccer heats are
being played off on Bowman Field.
As soon as these events are
over, ahd the new
champions
crowned, the spotlight shall swing
to the rivalty in the tank and on
the tennis courts. There will also
be active participation in. archery,
volleyball and harse-shoe pitching.
The Intramural
program
at
Clemson has been designed primarily to allow a great number
of hoys the opportunity , to take
active part in some sort of athletics, and the way the corps has responded the program looks like -it
is in for a successful year.

Patronize TIGER Advertisers!

DON'T miss the fun
next Thursday night! Syncopation. Melody. Campus
thrills.

UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA NIGHT
GUEST OF HONOR

LAWSON

ROBERTSON

(famous Olympic track coach)

THURSDAY, FEB. 14th
WMAL 7:45 P.M.,E.S.T.
Tune in every week at the same
time. N. B. C. Blue Network.

WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY
LILY
RICHARD
BORI i
PONS
BONELLI
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

9 P. M.

(E. S. T.)—COLUMRIA NETWORK

%J ust what is meant
by cross-blending tobaccos . . . and
how does it make a cigarette milder
and taste better.

**|

Well, in blending you take two or more tobaccos
and mix them together—a rather simple process.
But cross-blending goes a step further . ...
IN making Chesterfields we take
Bright tobacco from Virginia, the
Carolinas, Georgia and Florida. We
take Burley tobacco from Kentucky
and Tennessee, and tobacco from
Southern Maryland.
Then in addition to these homegrown tobaccos we take tobacco
grown in Turkey and Greece.
We balance these mild, ripe homegrown tobaccos with the right
amounts and the right kinds of

@ 19J5, llGGETT &

MYMS

ToiACCO Co.

aromatic Turkish.
Then, instead of just mixing the
tobaccos together, we blend and
cross-blend them so that all the different flavors go together into one
full flavor—the Chesterfield taste
that so many smokers like.
Cross-blending tobaccos as it
is done in Chesterfields gives
the cigarette a pleasing taste
and aroma—they're mild and
yet They Satisfy.
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